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an a Kenyan farmer access a more innovative way of banking
than the average Canadian? Access to mobile banking services
is increasingly sought after, especially in emerging markets.
These services use mobile phones to perform traditional banking
functions, including accessing savings accounts and performing
transactions. It may come as a surprise to some that many of the
functions traditionally carried out at an ATM or by a local branch
teller can be simplified into a single text message.

The bank in your pocket
In the developing world, it is estimated that for every 10,000 people,
there is only one ATM and one bank branch, but an astonishing
5,100 mobile phones. The popularity of low-cost mobile devices,
coupled with the inaccessibility of traditional banking, presents a
notable opportunity for financial service providers: the ability to
leverage existing telecommunications infrastructure and introduce
banking services to an entirely new consumer segment.
Currently, only 18% of wireless users worldwide use mobile
banking services. The sector is expected to grow rapidly in the near
future, with a projected customer base of 1.1 billion people by 2015
- representing 16% of the world’s population. Considering that in
2009 there were only 55 million mobile banking users, it is clear
that service adoption continues to ride its growth wave.
The African market is of particular importance to mobile banking
growth. In 2006, Africa’s mobile banking penetration was 22%
of all cell phone users, yet that number rose dramatically to 40%
by 2008. In addition, this penetration rate is expected to reach
70% by 2012, largely fuelled by adoption in South Africa and
Kenya. Nevertheless, Africa is not the only land of opportunity
in this space. The number of mobile financial service users among

BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China) is also expected to
grow, from 32 million in 2010 to 290 million in 2015 – a market
approximately 10 times the size of Canada’s population. Putting
this enormous potential into perspective, mobile banking is an
opportunity to closely consider.
The remoteness of rural clients makes their access to conventional
financial services limited, given that banks are hesitant to establish
rural branch networks. It is more cost-effective for banks to forego
branches in favour of mobile telephone networks. This approach
also delivers several benefits to the rural population. According to
the McKinsey Quarterly, over 50% of the unbanked population in
India has considered opening a bank account, but only half have
done so. Those who have not opened an account cite distance as a
major barrier, thus highlighting the opportunity for mobile services
to bridge the proximity gap. Mobile banking provides clients with
superior convenience and reduces the cost of securely depositing
savings. It is easy to understand how these benefits have enticed
millions of new users around the world, proving that, in effect,
mobile banking moves cash from under one’s mattress into the
palm of one’s hand.
There are, however, a number of risks associated with mobile
banking. The lack of developed regulation is a serious concern
that forces banks to address this uncertainty and potential criminal
activity themselves. Furthermore, a new set of overzealous
regulatory limits could stifle growth if banks cannot collaborate
successfully with policymakers. Despite these concerns,
innovations in security are abundant and such technology can
mitigate the risks around mobile banking.
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Valuing the mobile banking opportunity
Adoption growth aside, it is interesting to note that none of the
major Canadian financial institutions have attempted to enter
the mobile banking market in emerging economies. While many
financial institutions offer mobile banking services to Canadian
clients as a simple convenience, the benefit of these services is much
greater for developing market consumers. Just ask some of the key
mobile banking players in emerging economies, such as Kenya’s
M-PESA, South Africa’s WIZZIT and the Philippines’ SmartMoney.
Although these operators have been successful in their respective
markets, they lack the enormous financial resources that Canadian
banks possess - a necessary foundation for scaled market entry.
Entering the financial services sector in emerging markets requires
a large upfront investment. This cash outlay is typically used to
build a costly branch network. By contrast, the mobile banking
model reduces the cost of serving clients by 50% - 70%. Assuming
there are 360 million mobile banking users in the developing world
by 2012, this opportunity could generate $5 billion in direct annual
revenue from transaction fees alone. Moreover, there is potential
for approximately $3 billion in indirect revenue from reduced
churn rates and higher average revenue per user (ARPU), among
other things. With a model that is both cost-effective and profitable,
the next step would be identifying the right market to pursue.

Entering where it makes sense
Favourable opportunities lie within each of the four BRIC
economies. However, by looking at population growth rates which are essential for long-term success - it is not surprising that
the largest market opportunities exist in China and India.
Under China’s state capitalism, the banking system is subject to
government mandates and policy priorities; the world’s most
populous country is a challenge for foreign banks to enter. India,
on the other hand, is regulated by its reserve bank and has been
more welcoming to a foreign presence. Furthermore, India’s
population growth rate is set to overtake China’s as early as 2013,
making the opportunity even more attractive.

So, what can a Canadian bank offer?
Profitability in mobile banking depends on volume. Canadian
banks are in a prime position to enter the market, as their balance
sheets are well capitalized to launch the program on a large scale.
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The only competition that Canadian banks are likely to face in this
sector is from small, local banks that are still in the early stages
of mobile banking service development. As Canadian banks have
already developed mobile banking technology for use in Canada,
they can focus directly on implementation. This advantage makes
them an attractive partner for local wireless operators, as Canadian
banks can enter quickly with an established service offering.

How they should enter
To build a significant presence in India, Canadian banks must first
identify potential wireless operators to partner with. Currently,
there are 15 mobile carriers in India, of which the two largest players,
AirTel and Reliance, boast 140 million and 109 million subscribers,
respectively. Interestingly, surveys show that brand recognition
for wireless carriers is twice as high in India than for banks. This
emphasizes the importance of Canadian banks identifying the
right partner to gain traction among Indian consumers.
Additionally, partnering with a carrier will ease the potential
regulatory pressures involved with entering a developing economy,
as mobile operators are Indian firms held to separate regulatory
constraints. By splitting transaction fee revenues between the
companies, each party has something to gain. Banks can benefit
from diversified operations in new markets, while carriers can
develop new touchpoints for consumers to develop loyalty.

Now is the time
Canadian banks have a glimpse at an untapped global market.
There is potential to both profit and become the forerunner in a
colossal new arena. As markets evolve and mature, companies
need to embrace innovative expansion strategies to reach new
consumers in unconventional ways. For Canadian banks, now is
the time to view mobile device screens as windows to the pockets
of emerging market consumers.
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Coming out of the recession, the Canadian banks’ conservative
strategies have positioned them ahead of other global financial
institutions. As such, the big five have an opportunity to enter the
mobile banking market with little competition from other developed
countries’ banks. Furthermore, due to their comparatively small
size against the global top ten, Canadian banks are more likely
to benefit from mobile banking returns, as their relative agility
enables them to react quickly to changes in a foreign environment.
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